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About This Game

Super Saurio Fly is a prehistoric 2D arcade adventure game developed by Fraxel Games from Spain. Move along the stages
crossing different parts of the world by using Super Saurio´s ability to fly, dodge traps and defeat other dinosaurs. Every level

has its own style and soundtrack.

You are put in the role of Saurio, a cute, clumsy and tiny pterodactyl, whose eggs were stolen. Around the world you will look
for Saurio's eggs, with the goal to defeat the evil kidnappers.

In order to survive in such a harsh environment, little Saurio had to develop some special tricks. Saurio has a big arsenal of
abilities that will allow him to defeat the most terrible enemies.
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Hundreds of minions stand between you and your objective. Will you be able to defeat the most frigtening enemies and recover
your stolen eggs?
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Title: Super Saurio Fly: Jurassic Edition
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
FraxelGames
Publisher:
FraxelGames
Release Date: 12 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i3

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,French,German
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The game can't be play on Multiplayer at all always crash to desktop. also in the server list... nobody in any room! always 0\/20
in every single room! make me doubt ... is multiplayer really work?!. Essentially an expansion pack to A World of Hurt, which
isn't a bad thing. Still, it's more or less the exact same game, and the dating mechanic doesn't really add much-nothing other than
healing was ever useful. It is sort of disappointing in having lost the novelty and originality of the first.

That said, A World of Hurt was great and totally free. 2.99 is a steal for more of the same, even if it is just more of the same.. it
is like a miny GTA... and its awesome
. If you like to read "what the f...." or "f.... that" then you may like this story. I find it repulsive.. This is one of the most
remarkable VR experiences I have had even though it only lasts about 12 minutes. Watching the ballet dancer move around you
is an amazingly immersive visual and I lost myself in the environment as I watched. The game producers used mo-cap and it
really shows since the dancer's movements look real! It uses the Vive controllers and room-scale very well, with some
interactivity including the ability to draw in the air for certain sequences. Overall highly recommended, even if you aren't into
ballet or dance performances!. Really detailed and enjoyable scenery, if you enjoy general aviation flight training, touch and go
practice etc, lot of fun with new C400 TT, Velocity XL, Q200 and\/or Diamond GA carbon fiber airplane's DLC's as well.
Really enjoying all the dynamic scenery at the airport, for emmersive aviation sim play ! Highly recommend this weekend at the
discounted price or when onsale. Also there are some very good mods similar like this on web, one of the best ones is Detailed
Victoria Canada, but this payed DLC definitely of a much higher caliber and detail is amazing. , desert location does not hit
your pc rig too badly runs very smooth, and Iam just running an older Dell M1730 on 29" HDMI . Fun Flight is KTNP to San
Diego international and back, 35min. With Grumman Goose etc even more fun water landings in San Diego Harbour and back
in Desert on wheels with this DLC :). verry fun ping pong game nice gamplay
 only i hope with a next update they put a singleplayer tournament and multiplayer in it and then you have a verry fun game
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Easy to learn, hard to master at its purest form.

When starting the game you are most probably going to join a practice match. This pits 6v6 players against each other and with
no way of communicating besides a chat log teamwork will be hard if you don't play positions.

In some games people converge on the ball like six year olds, but in others people position themselves properly and some
amazing teamwork is had.

Some issues with slide tackles from behind being just fine, but other than that simple great fun.. It's a fun game don't ge wrong.
It didn't grab me but didn't\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665me off too much either. Ultimately though it's clearly a
game that was meant for mobile. There are way better and more interesting platformers on Steam.. abandoned by devs,
incomplete, buggy. I have no idea where it is. I can see the files on my hard drive but FSX-SE just cannot "see"
those files. I paid the money but .....
I had to say something in the either...or recommendation. I have no idea if it's a good game
or not. My paid-for FSX-SE just cannot find it.. Based and redpilled
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